Harnesses and leashes

Manufacture
The harnesses are individually produced paying great attention to detail.
Both safety and comfort are of essence,
and all parts are sewn together with
secure stitching. The overlapping parts,
which have contact with the skin,
are machined with a special finish
that avoids any rubbing irritations,
particularly in the short-haired dog.

Incited by leading opinions in the sector and the most expert
international literature, we propose to substitute the collar,
often a painful source of physical and psychic problems for
the dog, with a “non-inhibitive” type of harness, which is
simple to put on, comfortable for the dog and also smart.
A new harness line is now available, characterised by the high
level of its design, above all focusing on the comfort of the
dog, the quality of the materials and the precision in
production. The line offers a good choice of colours, all of
which can be coordinated with the leashes.

Leashes

Wearability, that is: feeling an item of clothing is a perfect fit,
means smartness and comfort which, together with the fact
that it can be put on naturally and easily, ensures acceptability for
the dog who will be happy to wear something comfortable that
neither irritates nor is painful in any situation, plus is smart.

The webbing is 15 mm wide and is
available in two lengths: 2 or 3 metres,
in the same colours as the harnesses.
They have a small snap-clip on the
loop handle for the purpose of
halving the length of the leash.

The Plastic Components
The buckles and adjusters are made
of acetal resin which has excellent
mechanical and shock resistance even
in extreme conditions. In order to ensure
the dog’s comfort, the shapes are
rounded off and have no sharp edges.

They are light and portable; their
length gives the dog the freedom to
move around even in places where
use of the leash is compulsory. They
may not be suitable for exuberant
dogs, that jerk the leash.

Characteristics
The quality of the materials, which are all produced in Europe,
incorporates the non-toxic, anallergic and recyclable requirements
with its resistance and wear, enabling us to put a 5-year guarantee
on the product.

Sizes and Adjustability
Careful study of the harness sizes,
adjustable in five places, ensures
optimal wearability and adaptability
of the harness design for all dog sizes
and morphology.

Extreme attention is paid to the quality of detail in handicraft
manufacturing, which takes place on our premises by technically
qualified personnel.
Design, dimensions appropriately proportioned and position
of the harness on the dog have all been studied in depth to
guarantee maximum comfort in all situations. Even when pulling
or jerking, or being restrained, pressure is on the dog’s thorax only.
The harness causes neither pain, sense of restriction, nor friction or
strain on the skin, and does not limit movement or create other
discomfort. The two buckles and their positions facilitate both
fixing and removing of the harness with no fuss for either dog
or owner.

Webbing
The webbing is made of high tenacity, spun-dyed nylon-6 which guarantees
colour homogeneity and resistance. The special characteristics of nylon
(polyamide) make it particularly suitable for harness and leash production.
In fact, amongst synthetic fibres, nylon stands out for its softness, optimal
strength-to-weight ratio, abrasion resistance, and chemical and biological
stability. Finally, it is fully recyclable. The webbing is made in Italy to our
design.

The Metal Components
The metal components are in Inox 304
stainless steel which does not release
Nickel or provoke allergic reactions,
in accordance with the European
regulations for humans.

Guarantee
All products carry a manufacturer’s guarantee, in accordance with the regulations
in force.
Guarantee extension
With the guarantee extension, the harnesses are covered for 5 years from purchase
date against all faults, breakage or that which is not considered normal wear and
tear, on the condition that the harness is verified to have been used in a correct
manner. That which is considered not to be correct usage is, for example, chewing
of the article or failing to follow washing instructions.
Repairs not under Guarantee
In addition to the aforementioned extension of guarantee, Haqihana provides a
repair service on the understanding that such repairs are technically possible in
relation to the type of problem.

Harness sizes
Code
(col = colour)

Size

Webbing
mm

Girth

Ø cm

Breed

min max

HRS_XL_col

XL

25

90

130

St. Bernard, Great Dane,
Leonberger, Newfoundland

HRS_L_col

L

25

70

100

Weimaraner, Rottweiler,
Dobermann, German Shepherd

HRS_M_col

M

25

60

80

HRS_S_col

S

20

50

70

HRS_XS_col

XS

15

40

55

HRS_XXS_col

XXS

15

33

45

Golden Retriever, Setter, Boxer,
Labrador
Cocker Spaniel, Beagle,
Fox terrier
West Highland, Pug
Cavalier King Charles
Miniature Pinscher, Chihuahua,
Yorkshire Terrier

Leash sizes
Code
(col = colour)
L2M_col
L3M_col
L3M_20_col

Webbing
mm
15
15
20

Length
m
2
3
3

Colour codes
(blu)

(gld)

(win)

(trq)

(blk)

(grn)

(org)

(gry)

blue

gold

wine

tourquoise

black

green

orange

grey

On request:
- multicolor harnesses
- special size harnesses
- 5 or 8 meter long leashes
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